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Protein unfolding, i.e. the loss of its native tertiary (quaternary) structure, is a part of many important 

biological processes [1,2] and plays a big role in various biomedical and biotechnological applications 

[3,4]. Protein unfolding may be induced by a number of physicochemical factors including addition of 

chemical substances (such as different salts, acids, alcohols, detergents), mechanical stress, change of pH, 

heating and adsorption on a surface [5,6]. Protein unfolding upon adsorption on a surface may be 

responsible for activating an immune system response (e.g., foreign body reaction) and other biochemical 

reactions in an organism [7]. The aim of this work was to obtain direct insight into surface-induced protein 

unfolding at the level of an individual protein molecule using atomic force microscopy (AFM). Several 

proteins such as ferritin, fibrinogen and RNA polymerases (RNAP) have been used in this study. 

Graphitic materials are very promising for utilization in biotechnology and medicine [8] and, therefore, 

understanding of their interaction with single protein molecules represents a big interest. Using time-

lapsed AFM in air and in aqueous solution we have visualized single protein molecules adsorbed on a 

surface of bare or modified (with an organic layer made from oligoglycine-hydrocarbon graphite modifier 

GM, stearyl amine or stearic acid) highly oriented pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) during different time periods 

varying from ~0.1 s to ~2 h. 

We have visualized and characterized the unfolded states of single protein molecules on a bare HOPG 

surface (typical AFM images of the unfolded states of SP6 bacteriophage RNAP and fibrinogen molecules 

are shown in Figure 1). Protein unfolding (denaturation) on this surface usually takes place within 1 s after 

protein deposition and may be accompanied by aggregation of a denatured protein and formation of a 

denatured protein layer. 

We have demonstrated that modified HOPG surfaces slow down protein unfolding (as compared to bare 

HOPG): the characteristic time usually increases to 3-10 minutes and the extent of protein unfolding is 

significantly less than on a bare HOPG surface. Moreover, we have visualized unfolding of several 

proteins on a GM-HOPG surface using time-lapsed AFM in real time (three successive AFM images of 

E.coli RNAP molecules adsorbed on a GM-HOPG surface are shown Figure 2). 

In conclusion, we provide direct evidence of surface-induced protein unfolding at the single-molecule 

level and contribute to the understanding of this process. The obtained results may also be interesting for 

the development of new biocompatible graphitic materials [9]. 
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Figure 1. AFM image of (a) SP6 bacteriophage RNA polymerase and (b) human fibrinogen adsorbed 

onto freshly cleaved HOPG for 60 s (after drying). 

 
Figure 2. Three subsequent AFM images demonstrating unfolding of E.coli RNAP on a GM-HOPG 

surface in water in real time. The time interval between the frames is 9 min. Frame size is 0.5×0.5 μm. 
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